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Case

 53 yo F presented in March 2013 when she palpated a “golfball-sized lump” 
in her right upper outer breast.

 Diagnostic mammogram and US on 3/21/13 demonstrated a 3.8 cm oval 
lesion with a microlobulated margin at the 10:00 position in the R UOQ. 
US-guided core needle biopsy revealed infiltrating ductal carcinoma, grade 
3, ER/PR/Her-2 negative with no LVI.

 Patient was referred to surgeon Dr. Parsons on 4/3/13 for consultation. 
 Staging work-up with MRI brain (4/13/13) for visual changes, MRI cervical 

spine (4/13/13) for neck pain, and PET (4/15/2013) confirmed only a 
hypermetabolic 2.7 x 2.5 cm right breast mass without evidence of nodal or 
metastatic disease.   

 SLNB done on 4/17/2013, however, revealed 1/3 nodes positive for 
micrometastatic disease. 

 Patient referred to med onc and underwent neoadjuvant chemo with 
adriamycin/cytoxan (4 cycles) followed by taxotere (completed 10/3/13).



 She is currently scheduled to undergo bilateral mastectomies with axillary 
lymph node dissection and tissue expander placement on 11/4/2013. 

 She is here for discussion of potential PMRT.
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Rationale for Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy

 Reduces tumor volume  facilitate BCS

 Early systemic therapy (avoid post-op delay)

 In vivo assessment of systemic therapy effectiveness

 Improved tumor vascularity before surgery may 
allow for improved bioavailability..?



Randomized Trials - NSABP

B-18 = Does AC administered pre-op 
improve DFS or OS (vs. post-op AC)?

B-27 = Does adding Taxol pre-op to AC 
improve DFS or OS (vs. pre-op AC alone)?



NSABP B-18 

 1988-1993
 1523 patients with T1-3N0-1 

"operable, palpable, non-
fixed" 

 Surgery = lumpectomy + 
ALND or mastectomy
 Had to disclose surgery choice 

before chemo
 AC = q 3wk
 All BCS got breast RT
 No PMRT allowed
 Tamoxifen for all ≥50yo, and 

none <50 (no ER status)

Fisher B, JCO 1997; Wolmark N JNCI 2001; Rastogi P, JCO 2008
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NSABP B-18 

 pCR rate 13%
 16-yr DFS 42% vs. 39% (NS)
 DFS “conditional on being event free for 5 yrs” trend favored 

NEO (p=0.053)

 16-yr OS both 55%

Rastogi P JCO 2008
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Fig 2. National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project Protocol B-18: disease- free survival conditional on being event free for 5 years. HR, hazard ratio; Post-Op, postoperative; Pre-Op, preoperative; AC, doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide. 



Breast Conservation in B-18

 NEO had a greater 
frequency of 
lumpectomy 
 67% vs 60%
 “12% improvement”

 Largest benefit seen 
for tumors >5 cm
 22% vs. 8%
 “175% improvement”

Fisher B et al. JCO 1997



NSABP B-27 

 1995-2000
 2353 women, only palpable 

disease allowed (breast or 
axilla); T1-3N0-1
 Except <2cm with N0

 3-arms 
 Surgery = lumpectomy + 

ALDN or mastectomy
 ~50% underwent mastectomy

 PMRT again not permitted.
 All pts (regardless of age) 

received tamoxifen x 5 yrs
regardless of ER/PR status. 

Rastogi P, JCO 2008; Bear HD, JCO 2003, 2006



NSABP B-27

 pCR rate AC* 13% vs. 
ACT 26% (SS)
 *ACS and ACST
 Having pCR significant 

predictor for DFS and OS

 DFS 5-year 68-71% (NS); 
8-year 59-62% (NS)

 OS 5-year 82-83% (NS); 
8-year 74-75% (NS)

Rastogi P, JCO 2008

B-27

B-18
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Women <50yo

Rastogi P, JCO 2008

Trends favored preop
in women <50yo:

DFS:
HR = 0.85, P = .09 

OS:
HR = 0.81, P = .06 



Work-up per NCCN (3.2015)



Nodal Evaluation

For patients with clinically or 
radiographically positive lymph 
nodes, biopsy is indicated

If biopsy+, ALND is recommended
If biopsy-, SLN is acceptable



Work-up per NCCN (cont)

NCCN 3.2015

ee Marking of sampled axillary nodes with a tattoo or clip should be considered to permit verification that the biopsy-
positive lymph node has been removed at the time of ff definitive surgery. 

Among patients shown to be node-positive prior to neoadjuvant systemic therapy, SLNB has a >10% false-negative rate 
when performed after neoadjuvant systemic therapy. This rate can be improved by marking biopsied lymph nodes to 
document their removal, using dual tracer, and by removing more than 2 sentinel nodes. 

SLNB vs. ALNDAx bx/imaging

Breast bx/clip



Is ALND really needed for all cN+?

 Rationale: 
 >40% of cN1 become ypN0 (properly selected by tumor subtype and 

era of targeted therapy)
 ALND is morbid
 B-27 retrospectively calculated FNR 10.7% in cN0-1 with SLNB

 ACOSOG Z1070 enrolled…687 patients with cT0-4N1-
2M0 with biopsy-proven nodal disease

 Prospective observational phase II to evaluate accuracy 
of SLNB (≥2 nodes) after NAC in patients with cN+

 pCR in NODES  39%
 For cN1, false negative rate on SLNB was 12.6%

Boughey et al JAMA 2013; Boughey et al JCO 2015
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SLN assessment INCLUDES clinically palpable nodes removed+SLN requires >0.2mm663 cN1 and 38 cN2286 of 470 patients with cN1 had ypN+ on ALND; 36 false-negative events on SLNBNormal AUS, 187 patients had ypN+ with 28 false-negatives, for FNR 15%



Axillary ultrasound post-chemo

 Pre-specified secondary endpoint in ACOSOG Z1070
 Images taken in all patients, archived, reviewed by central radiologist blinded to other 

imaging and final path
 FNR for ultrasound alone was 15%

Boughey et al JCO 2015
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Presentation Notes
A lymph node was considered normal if the cortex was hyper- echoic and thin ( 3 mm thick) and the fatty hilum was visible. A lymph node was considered abnormal if the cortex was either focally or diffusely thickened ( 3 mm thick) and the fatty hilum was deformed or absent. 



Combining axillary US and SLNB post-chemo

Boughey et al JCO 2015

Above the pre-set 10% threshold…



Ongoing Alliance A11202 trial

?
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In patients with positive SLNs at surgery after a normal AUS, 63% had no additional positive nodes in the ALND specimen. There- fore, in patients with normal AUS, SLN surgery could be used to identify patients who may be able to avoid ALND. This is being evaluated in the Alliance A11202 clinical trial, which is currently en- rolling patients and comparing axillary radiation to axillary dissection for patients with positive SLNs after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. phase III RCThttp://www.ascopost.com/issues/june-25,-2014/issues-in-the-management-of-the-axilla-in-patients-with-breast-cancer.aspx



SENTINA Trial

 Repeat SLNB only 60% 
sensitive, so this is not 
recommended.
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In the German trial SENTINA,6 patients were stratified by clinical axillary node status. If cN0, they had sentinel lymph node biopsy before chemotherapy; sentinel node–negative patients had no further axillary treatment, and sentinel node–positive patients received chemotherapy followed by repeat sentinel node biopsy and axillary dissection. If cN1-2, they received chemotherapy followed by sentinel node biopsy; those who became cN0 had sentinel node biopsy and axillary node dissection, and those who remained cN1-2 had axillary dissection.For the cN0 patients with positive sentinel lymph nodes upfront, the performance of the repeat sentinel node biopsy postchemotherapy was poor, with only 60% success and a 50% false-negative rate. For the cN1-2 patients who converted to cN0 postchemotherapy, performance was better (and comparable to ACOSOG Z1071): 80% success and 14% false-negative rate. The take-home message from SENTINA is that sentinel node biopsy works best if done once, after chemotherapy.One must acknowledge that although these two large prospective trials specifically address the performance characteristics of sentinel node biopsy following neoadjuvant therapy, they do not ask whether local therapy can be modified based on the response to neoadjuvant therapy.



Biological heterogeneity!

 Luminal A: ER+ and/or PR+, HER2-, grade 1-2
 Luminal B/HER2-: ER+ and/or PR+, HER2-, grade 3

 Luminal B/HER2+: ER+ and/or PR+, HER2+, all grades
 HER2+ (non-luminal): ER-/PR-/HER2+, all grades

 Triple negative (TNBC) = ER-/PR-/HER2-, all grades

Tumor Subtypes

Von Minckwitz et al. JCO 2012.



Impact of subtype on pCR rate

 Meta-analysis of 30 studies including 11,695 
 IQR 2001-2005

 pCR correlated with tumor subtype:
 8.3% ER+/HER2-
 18.7% ER+/HER2+
 38.9% ER-/HER2+  significantly greater than TNBC, though 

very similar when HER2 directed therapy excluded
 31.1% TNBC

 Conclusion: 
 independent association between subtype and pCR
 TNBC and HER2+/ER- highest pCR rates

Houssami N et al. European Journal of Cancer 2012.
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Intraquartile range – middle 68% (1SD above and below median)Study uses HR for hormone receptor but ER is easier for presentation



Impact of pCR on DFS by subtype

 Pooled analysis of 7 German RCTs that treated 
6,377 patients with neoadj chemo* 1998-2006

 RT given to all patients after BCS and for 
mastectomy patients with stage ≥ cT3 or cN2** 

 Median age 50 yrs
 Median f/u 4 yrs
 pCR was associated with improved DFS in:

 luminal B/HER2-
 HER2+/non-luminal***
 Triple negative (TNBC)***

 but not luminal A or luminal B/HER2+
 Patients with ypN+ had the worst DFS and OS

Von Minckwitz et al. JCO 2012.
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All trials done in GERMANY by GBG and AGO-B research groups*Anthracycline-taxane based**according to German national guidelines***pCR in HER2+ and TNBC protended best prognosis5,618 patients had operable and 759 had locally advanced breast cancer. HER2 available after 2001HRs for DFS comparing patients with or without pCR were lowest when defined as no invasive and no in situ residuals (0.446) and increased when in situ residuals (0.523), no invasive breast residuals but involved nodes (0.623), and focal-invasive disease (0.727) were included in the definition



How define pCR?

Von Minckwitz et al. JCO 2012



pCR improves DFS in select subtypes

Von Minckwitz et al. JCO 2012

Lum A Lum B/Her2- Lum B/Her2+

Lum-/Her2+ TNBC

?

Presenter
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Evidence for PMRT in the 
Neoadjuvant Setting

NO RCTS!

In fact, NSABP B-18 and B-27 prohibited PMRT

But MDACC has a long history of using neoadjuvant chemo

Presenter
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There was, until late 1990s, no evidence that PMRT improved survival for patients with positive nodes.Overgard Danish 82b NEJM 1997Overgaard Danish 82c Lancet 1999Estimate 20% benefit in LRC (30% to 10%) and 10% OS benefit in PMRT trials



NSABP B-18 and B-27

 What we CAN learn from 
these trials is …

PATTERNS OF FAILURE!

 Caveats…
 no ER/PR/HER2 status
 no N2

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012
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Tamoxifen x 5 yrs for all 
patients in B-27 and pts
over 50 yr in B-18

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012



LRR incidence on NSABP

 12.6% among 1,947 patients treated with mastectomy
 9.0% local
 3.6% regional

 10.3% among 1,100 patients treated with 
lumpectomy plus breast XRT
 8.1% local
 2.2% regional

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012



MVA for LRR in NSABP

 Mastectomy: cT3+, cN+, ypT+, ypN+

 BCS: same…also AGE <50

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012



LRR after Lumpectomy in NSABP

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012

≥50 yo <50 yo



LRR after Mastectomy in NSABP

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012

≤5 cm >5 cm

Presenter
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CONCLUSION: age, tumor size, and especially path CR portends GOOD prognosis for LRR



LRR in ypN+ in NSABP

 LRR >10% for 
1-3 positive 
nodes
 (except for cN0 

patients ≥50yo 
with BCS)

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012 (appendix)



MDACC retrospective

 Retrospective analysis of 6 prospective institutional studies at 
MDACC for patients with non-metastatic, non-inflammatory 
breast cancer 1974-2000
 Doxorubicin-based NAC  +/- PMRT
 542 patients with PMRT vs. 132 patients no PMRT (non-randomized)

 PMRT associated with improved 10 yr LRR in patients with:
 cT3 (24% without vs 8% with, p=0·002)
 cT4 (46% vs 15%, p<0·0001)
 cN2/3 (40% vs 12%, p<0·0001) 
 pT3 (31% vs 14%, p=0·002)
 pT4 (52% vs 13%, p=0·001)
 4 or more +nodes on final path (59% vs 16%, p<0·0001)

 PMRT improved 10-year CSS for patients with:
 Clinical stage ≥ IIIB (22% without vs 44% with, p=0·002)
 cT4 (24% vs 45%, p=0·007)
 cN2/3 (27% vs 49%, p=0·024)
 4 or more pN+(18% vs 44%, p=0·005).

Huang et al JCO 2004
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Patients with recurrence within 2 months were EXCLUDED to avoid no RT in those progressing through chemo who did not get RT



MVA for LRR in MDACC study

Huang et al JCO 2004



MDACC Recommendations

N2-3

Clinical stage III 
w/pCR

cT3N0*

Age <35 + 
Clinical stage ≥ II

 Recommend:
 clinical T3–T4
 clinical N2–N3
 most with node-positive disease 

at resection

 Consider:
 clinical stage II disease with pN+ 

or other high risk features 
including young age (<35), ER-
, poor response to chemo

Hoffman et al, Lancet 2012
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cT3N0 data conflicting  lots of cT3N0 patients ended up having ypN+ in MDACC study (no SLNB before chemo at MDACC. Treated 1985-2000), so recommendation for cT3N0 that is node-negative AFTER chemo less clearIn the NSABP trials, 10-year cumulative locoregional failure was 14·0% among 179 women with T3N0 disease and nodal disease after chemotherapy, 11·8% among 95 women with no nodal involvement and residual invasive disease in the breast after chemotherapy, and 6·2% among 16 women with no nodal involvement and no residual disease in the breast after chemotherapy.32 Maybe omit for cT3N0 with pCR



UC Athena Network Recommendations

 Based on a literature review, and 7 UC expert consensus

 “Little or no benefit” from PMRT:
 clinical stage II (T1N0-1, T2N0), >40 yo, with ER+ disease 

who have a pCR or 0-3 positive axillary nodes without LVI or 
ECE

 high-risk features warranting consideration of PMRT:
 <40yo
 advanced clinical or pathologic stage and TNBC
 presence of LVI
 presence of ECE

Fowble et al, IJROBP 2012



Case

 53yo post-menopausal F with triple-
negative cT2N1M0 invasive ductal 
carcinoma of R breast now s/p bilateral 
mastectomies and R ALND with pCR.

PMRT was not recommended.

Patient proceeded with reconstruction 
and surveillance.
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ASSESSMENT AND PLAN:  MARY GRIZZLE is a 53 year old woman with clinical stage IIB (cT2N1M0) infiltrating ductal carcinoma of the right breast based on the data available and reviewed by us (4 cm on exam, 1/3 axillary lymph nodes on SLNB with only microscopic disease) now s/p neoadjuvant chemotherapy and bilateral mastectomies with right ALND (0/13) and left SLNB (0/2, done in case mastectomy showed invasive cancer) showing no residual disease, consistent with pathologic complete response (pCR).We explained to the patient that in a pooled analysis of 2 prospective NSABP trials (B18 and B27) that looked at women treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy, evaluating those with pCR after mastectomy, none of whom had recurrence at 10 yrs, although this subgroup was small. In addition a retrospective review by our group of available literature prior to publication of the above study (Fowble et al. IJROBP 2011) suggested that in clinical stage II disease, women >40yo, ER+, without LVI or ECE had <10% risk of locoregional failure without radiation which suggests that risks would outweigh the benefits. The patient asked many relevant questions that expressed understanding, and was relieved to hear this recommendation.  She agreed to not pursuing post-mastectomy radiation. She will follow-up with Dr. Parsons and Dr. Scott who are coordinating her breast surgery and reconstruction. We will see her again only as needed. BREAST RECONSTRUCTION W REMOVAL EXPANDER AND P* Bilateral 3/25/2014   Comment:Procedure: BREAST RECONSTRUCTION W REMOVAL            EXPANDER AND PLACEMENT OF IMPLANT;  Laterality:            Bilateral;  Surgeon: Scott, Gregory Robert            (M.D.) FREE FAT TRANSFER BREAST                        Bilateral 3/25/2014   Comment:Procedure: BREAST FREE FAT TRANSFER;             Laterality: Bilateral;  Surgeon: Scott, Gregory            Robert (M.D.) BREAST RECONSTRUCTION REVISION                  Bilateral 1/6/2015    Comment:Procedure: BREAST RECONSTRUCTION REVISION;             Laterality: Bilateral;  Surgeon: Scott, Gregory            Robert (M.D.) FREE FAT TRANSFER BREAST                        Bilateral 1/6/2015    Comment:Procedure: BREAST FREE FAT TRANSFER;             Laterality: Bilateral;  Surgeon: Scott, Gregory            Robert (M.D.)



Case 
discussion

 What were her risk factors?
 What if she were ER+?

 PET indicated?
 SLNB before chemo?
 Mastectomy for T2  pCR?
 If planned upfront, why NAC at all?

 ALND if post-NAC SLNB neg?
 (prophy bilateral mastectomies??)
 Adjuvant chemo for TNBC?
 Ongoing trials??

Presenter
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PET indicated? Not per NCCN for stage I,II, III operable



Consensus to omit PMRT after NAC

Fowble B et al IJROBP 2012
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Ongoing
NSABP B-

51/RTOG 1304 
(NRG 9353)

Trial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NRG 9353 is an ongoing randomized phase III clinical trial that is evaluating the role of XRT in patients with documented positive axillary nodes (T1–T3 N1 M0 breast cancer) who convert to pathologically node-negative disease after NACT. Specifically, the trial is designed to determine whether patients who undergo BCS can be treated with adjuvant breast XRT alone or require additional nodal XRT, and whether chest-wall and axillary XRT improves outcomes post-mastectomy (versus no XRT). In addition to the type of definitive surgery, patient stratification according to ER and HER2 status, and whether a pCR in the breast was achieved prior to randomization will enable assessment of the efficacy of the various treatment approaches for tumours with different molecular subtypes and responsiveness to NACT. Abbreviations: BCS, breast-conserving surgery; ER, oestrogen receptor; FNA, fine-needle aspirate; NACT, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; NSABP, National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project; pCR, pathological complete response; RTOG, Radiation Therapy Oncology Group; SLNB, sentinel lymph-node biopsy; XRT, radiotherapy.



Ongoing Alliance A11202 trial

?
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Phase 3 RCT  In patients with positive SLNs at surgery after a normal AUS, 63% had no additional positive nodes in the ALND specimen. There- fore, in patients with normal AUS, SLN surgery could be used to identify patients who may be able to avoid ALND. This is being evaluated in the Alliance A11202 clinical trial, which is currently en- rolling patients and comparing axillary radiation to axillary dissection for patients with positive SLNs after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The Alliance for Clinical Trials in Oncology has proposed a randomised trial to examine the role of postmastectomy radiation for patients with lymph-node-positive breast cancer who convert to node- negative disease at resection after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Women with clinical T0–T3, lymph-node- positive disease who undergo mastectomy and convert to lymph-node-negative disease after neoadjuvant chemotherapy will be randomised to postmastectomy radiation therapy or to observation. http://www.ascopost.com/issues/june-25,-2014/issues-in-the-management-of-the-axilla-in-patients-with-breast-cancer.aspx



Q U E S T I O N S ?

THANK YOU



UCSD Neoadjuvant chemo algorithm

 General paradigm for post-op chemo:
 T1b+ for TNBC or HER+
 Oncotyope to decide, even in N+

 N0  TCx4 (12 weeks)
 N+  AC*x4  T**

 AC prefer dose-dense AC which is q2wk + GCSF
 T can be dose-dense (q2wk for 4 doses) or weekly x12

 Neoadjuvant
 TNBC: AC  T  surgery  +/- carbo

 At UCSD we do carbo concurrently with RT for ypN+
 HER2+: PTCHx6 (q3wk)

 Pertuzumab, taxotere, carboplatin, Herceptin (continues for 1 yr)
 ER+/HER2-: ACx4  T OR TC

 AC preferred dose-dense (q2wk +GCSF)  paclitaxel (weekly or q2wk)
 TC = docetaxel and cyclophosphamide x4 (12 weeks)

Presenter
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PER DR. SCHWAB CONVONCCN: Trastuzumab given in combination with an anthracycline is associated with significant cardiac toxicity. Concurrent use of trastuzumab and pertuzumab with an anthracycline should be avoided.�AC  T + trastuzumab is an option for HER2+; UCSD we prefer PTCH to get pertuzumab in safely (cardiac)



What is a pCR and when does it matter?

Von Minckwitz et al. JCO 2012

 Definitions of path CR across studies:



NCCN 3.2015



NCCN 3.2015



NCCN 3.2015



NCCN 3.2015



Predictors for LRR in ALL PATIENTS on NSABP

On MVA:
 Age  <50
 cT3+
 cN+
 Breast pCR
 ypN+

Mamounas et al. JCO 2012



cT3N0 

 A retrospective analysis of 162 
patients with cT3N0 disease treated 
at MDACC showed a benefit for 
PMRT for 5-yr LRR (24% to 4%; 
p<0·001) 

 For patients with cT3N0 but pN+ 
disease, PMRT  improved 5 –yr 
LRR (53% vs 5%, p<0·001)

 There was a trend towards 
improved 5-yr LRR with PMRT 
cT3N0 and pN0 (14% vs 2%, 
p=0·06) 
 These LRR rates are higher than reported 

in the NSABP studies (6.2-11.8%) 
depending on breast pCR

Nagar IJROBP 2011



Young Age

 107 women < 35 yrs with 
clinical stage IIA–IIIC treated at 
MDACC with NACT and 
mastectomy with or without 
PMRT

 PMRT improved 5-year 
recurrence 37% without vs 12% 
with, p=0·001

 PMRT improved 5 yr-OS (67% 
vs. 48%, p = 0.03)

 No OS or LRR benefit for 
clinical stage IIA

Garg et al IJROBP 2007



Ongoing RAPCHEM trial

 The Radiotherapy After Primary CHEMotherapy for 
breast cancer (RAPCHEM) trial (NCT01279304) at the 
Netherlands Cancer Institute (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
is a non-randomised prospective trial, enrolling patients 
with clinical T1–T2 invasive breast cancer with one or 
more pathologically proven axillary lymph nodes
who convert to node-negative disease after 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy (ypT0–2 ypN0 disease). 

 Patients undergoing mastectomy do not receive 
postmastectomy radiation and are followed to determine 
5-year locoregional recurrence. 
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